DTSA 2022

PHOTO OF MARCH ARTWALK DURING BOCA DE ORO

THE BEAT GOES ON

OUR PLAN
We started the year off by writing a DTSA
2022 Marketing Plan that covers 10 areas of
activity and 35 supporting strategies to be
executed.
We shared this plan with elected officials, City
staff, our downtown boards, online via our
newsletter and we walked copies of it down
the street for feedback and additional ideas.
After 6 months of implementation, we
distributed a point-by-point, mid-year progress
report. And now, this 2022 annual report
serves as an overview of accomplishments
across our many areas of focus.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media accounts are the most
active and robust in the city. with 54,000
followers on Instagram, our account reaches
more than most institutions in town and we
utilize it to inform, entertain and engage the
community with Santa Ana's authentic culture.

NEWSLETTER
Our weekly newsletter is the
longest-running weekly newsletter
in the city. After 8 years of service,
we recently asked reader's what
they thought. 100% of respondents
told us they love the newsletter
and find it critical for them to
connect with events and
happenings in the city.

INSTAGRAM
FOLLOWERS
BENCHMARKING
Downtown Inc
City of Santa Ana
Discovery Cube
Bowers Museum
SAUSD
Santa Ana Zoo
MainPlace Mall.

54,000
27,000
19,000
14,000
8,000
6,000
5,000

Our business say
Instagram is one of their top
promotional channels!
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NEIGHBORHOOD
CONNECTIONS
We actively connect with the Santa
Ana community so that they
support our local businesses. We
purchase food from DTSA
restaurants like Perla's, Alta Baja
and Loosie's Pizza and bring them
to Comm-Link so residents can get
a taste of downtown's offerrings.
We also bring businesses to the
Downtown Neighborhood Assoc
meetings including Gus' Fried
Chicken and Vibes Boutique.

We regularly post useful information on NextDoor.com and are active in the
Neighbors of Santa Ana Facebook group. We invite neighborhood leaders to be
special guests at our events like Savor Santa Ana and we communicate with
neighborhood newsletter managers so they can share what's happening downtown.
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We created valuable opportunities for our community to
connect with our Ward representatives at our Clean and
Safe Luncheons, Familiarity Tours, Special Events,
Community Giving Moments and Stakeholder Meetings.

Ward representatives gather to support our Clean
and Safe program and help answer questions about
changing Ward representation and trash services.

Councilmember Hernandez helps us support Chevita's
beautiful mural by local artist, Johnathan Martinez.
Martinez also helped us support The Blue Lot and took
steps with us to reconcile the City's burning of Chinatown.

Councilmember Mendoza speaks with SABC and
DTI at our first-ever, joint-BID groups breakfast.
Mendoza also volunteered at our events and came
to multiple tours and stakeholder meetings.

Councilmember Bacerra interviews
Mexican-American author Victor Villasenor
at SABC's Boca de Oro (sponsored in part
by Downtown Inc)

EVENTS

We provided multiple micro-grants to artists this year
for small scale pop-ups. This successful experiment by
AvantGarden Gallery lead to them doubling their lease
space in downtown.

Downtown Santa Ana's success is event-driven
and we support events on multiple fronts including
hosting monthly and annual signature events and
we help third party event producers who bring
their own niche content and audiences downtown.

HOST ARTWALK & MIXERS

HOST THE ARTWALK AND
CONNECT WITH THE ARTS

The Artwalk has happened monthly in downtown for over 20 years,
but we have lost our Artwalk funding which used to be provided
through our parking revenue share. We are looking for support for this
amazing, free community event. Despite all of the setbacks, we are
eager to try to find ways to keep this event alive and thriving.

Artwalk team planning meeting with music, visual art and performance represented!

We make the Artwalk a home for partners
to add to like OCCTAC who hosted a
concert at the May Artwalk.

EVENTS
SAVOR SANTA ANA
We had our most successful Savor Santa Ana
yet with 2,000 ticket buyers flooding
downtown on a Thursday night to enjoy tastes
from 40 participating restaurants, ride around
downtown on a double decker bus and enjoy
local talent like Alex Mascarro's roaming
mariachis. Yelp e-mailed our event to 400,000
OC foodies and brought 200 Yelp Elite who
left positive reviews about downtown
businesses which gives a long tail of benefit to
the district. We invited neighborhood leaders
to attend for free as a thank you for their
community service. Lastly, we keep the ticket
price affordable so all can enjoy.

HELP 3RD PARTY
EVENT PRODUCERS
We contributed $20,000 this Fall to a dozen
event producers who each bring their unique
flair to downtown: from movies to music, kids
events to programming that elevates our
women entrepreneurs. In addition, we hosted
two other $5,000 rounds of micro-grants for
popups and small events earlier this year.

LEARN BEST PRACTICES
FROM CITIES/NETWORKS
Our team is continually learning best practices
from other cities and we actively participate
at a leadership level with the International
Downtown Association, Congress for New
Urbanism, Global Placemaking movement and
other networks of urbanists, advocates,
creatives and governemts working to make
21st century downtowns for people. We also
hosted other cities for learning opportunities in
downtown this year.

PARTNERS
SANTA ANA
BUSINESS COUNCIL
SABC and Downtown Inc have
demonstrated a strong track record of
bringing together our completely
different, yet complimentary skills to
the table. We worked closely this year
with SABC on multiple programs, and
both groups also worked
independently to provide robust
outcomes for the BID. We also
prepared a plan for the City to help
the BID groups merge that includes
hiring a consultant to bring all
downtown stakeholders together
around a common vision.

TRAVEL SANTA ANA
Travel Santa Ana has been an exciting
partner to come online for us. We have
worked closely with them to familiarize
their sales team and the staff of the 17
hotels who participate in their programs
with downtown offerrings to increase
visitor spending. We have participated
in Travel Santa Ana's branding studies
and roll-out and helped facilitate fruitful
connections between their promotional
efforts and our businesses.

GATHERINGS
The #1 issue downtown this year was the
unexpected intensity of the street
closures and business interruptions from
the OC Streetcar.
We supported our downtown merchants
by speaking at City Hall and OCTA board
meetings and attending merchantorganized Town Halls as well as by writing
multiple letters and documenting
conditions for officials, so we could
request specific changes to the
construction site and procedures that
greatly improved conditions.

ISSUE-BASED
TALKS

RESIDENT MIXERS
Our team hosted pop-ups around downtown as
part of an Urban Lab series to get residents
involved in co-creating their city. This included
engagements at Birch Park, Calle Cuatro Plaza,
the Callejon del Beso and a "Better Cities" film
festival at the Frida Cinema in partnership with
SABC and Placemaking Mexico, a national nonprofit who's improved 140+ public spaces
across Mexico hand-in-hand with community.

PR
& MEDIA
INFLUENCE THE INFLUENCERS
We've partnered with Travel Santa Ana, Yelp and hundreds of local online
influencers and photographers to get the word out about DTSA.

PRESS RELEASE AND BLOGS/VLOGS
We hire professional writers and vloggers to capture the magic of DTSA. Our
reels have netted millions of views this year and our newsletter is a leading
source of local information according to our reader survey.

PRESS & MEDIA TRAINING
our social media and marketing team meets one-on-one with businesses to
help them improve their online appeal. We are planning a Media Summit Day of
Learning in Q1 2023.

MAPS
& GUIDES
We create maps for special events downtown like
Savor Santa Ana and the Artwalk. These maps are
critical in convincing visitors that there is more to do
and see in the district. When people stay longer
downtown, the area is more safe, socially vibrant and
economically charged.
Our Artwalk Map became accessible via QR code
this year and OCTA used our restaurant guide as a
prototype for their Eat Shop Play brochure that we
have distributed at our events.

We advocated to Travel Santa Ana to create a hotel map
which connects visitor spending with our businesses. We
also connect Travel Santa Ana to local businesses when
they hire writers to produce article guides to Santa Ana.

In addition to maps, we've provided transportation to
connect one side of downtown with another at events
like Savor Santa Ana. We also promote third party
tours of downtown including monthly history and
architecture tours, annual ghost tours of downtown
and DIY Taco Crawls every Tuesday.

BUSINESS
OUTREACH

We created opportunities for our business
community to come together, share ideas and
learn. We also went right to their doorsteps to
see how we could help them improve their
facades and curb appeal and helped them
improve their social media and online presence.

Storefront Mastery partnership with SABC
A dozen businesses showed up to learn how to improve their storefronts with a visiting retail expert. We reached
additional businesses by going door-to-door for two days and doing "dreaming in place" with each business.
We provided quarterly
opportunities for our
downtown businesses
to connect with our
Clean and Safe Teams
to increase service and
efficiency. Each event
was at a different
business in varying
parts of the district.

We brought OCTA
staff downtown to
meet with businesses
and electeds to go
point-by-point over
ways to improve the
construction process.

< Data about
Artwalk, which is
proven to be one
of the top
destinations in the
city according to
our partner,
Travel Santa Ana.

Excerpt from a >
written summary
we provided the
City staff,
electeds, our
boards and
stakeholders after
another recordsetting Savor
Santa Ana.

REPORTING
Don't take our word for it, but the numbers don't lie: our events and marketing programs are
proven to be cost-effective and impactful.
We have heard year-after-year how important transparency is to our stakeholders and
partners, and so we go above and beyond any requirements to help provide clear pictures of
our upcoming plans in addition to after-action summaries.
We present reports at our quarterly board meetings as to what we do with BID funds and
one-time OCTA marketing dollars and are always open for input on what's working and what
we can adjust to improve programs or communication.

BEAUTIFICATION

MURALS
We are working with SABC and
artist Moises Camacho on a floor
mural at the Callejon del Beso

SEASONALITY
We have funded multiple seasonal
events including several Fall
festivals, Mother's Day promotions
and celebrations of Spring.

PLACEMAKING
We are leveraging the scalability of
the Clean Team to help us setup
comfortable outdoor spaces with
movable chairs, shade and activities.

WAKING THE PARK
We're working with residents to
activate our public spaces by making
grants to resident-led programming
and actions that make a difference.

The attractiveness, vibrancy and creativity of our downtown environment is a major draw to
the area and is a point of pride for the whole city. We continue to beautify our downtown
with art, placemaking, seasonal decor, public programming and waking up our green spaces.

LOOKING AHEAD 2023
THE PROBLEMS
As we move into 2023, we are rolling backwards. While a very tough
year of downtown construction is coming to its end, the BID is left in a
terrible state:
(1) We're entering our third year with no Merchant Fund and no
replacement has been offerred for these critical funds.

SOLUTIONS
(1) The City should reinstate the
Merchant Fund immediately using
non-parking revenue sources
including the budget surplus or
Revive funds.

(3) Successful programs like the Artwalk cost us thousands of dollars
a year in City permits, insurance and vendor compliance. We also
expend funds on local talent, the website, promotions and free
workshops. This event needs more support to survive and thrive.

(2) The City should hire a
consultant for up to a year-long
process to educate the downtown
community on what a BID is, what
we all want the BID to do, how the
BID should be organized, and map
new revenue sources to give the
BID the capability to carry out its
mandate.

(4) Our staff capacity will reduce by half next year as we can no
longer pay our directors or administrators without the Merchant Fund
or a replacement revenue source. We will not be able to operate at
the level we have been without these critical players secured in their
roles.

(3) The Downtown BID needs the
City to make us a priority so that
we can rise from the woes of the
pandemic and construction and
get back to the business at-hand.

(2) The OCTA Marketing Funds granted to us to continue activating
downtown during construction will run out in Q1 2023, lessening our
capacity to produce marketing and promotions by 50% in 2023.

